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PRiME IDEALS IN REGULAR SELFWJECTIVE RINGS. II 
I. Introduction 
This p;tpcr l‘ontinue~ the investigation begun in [3l into the prime two-sided 
ideals in a van Neumann regulx, right self-injectlve ring R . In 13, Theorem 61, it 
was shtjwn that for any prime ideal Y ofR, the lattice &(R/P) of two-sided ideals 
in the ring R,.‘Y must be linearly ordered. while for certain primes .P called “closed 
prtmes”. the lattice L2(R/P) is actually weOI-ordered 13, Theorem 81. In the present 
paper we derive necessary and sufficient co,lditions under w!?ich L#?/P) is always 
well-ordered. Fur example, f$(R,P) is well-ordered for ail pritne ideals P if and only 
if L,(R.‘P) is finite for all but finitely many minimal prime ideals P (Theorem 4.1). 
To indicate the extent of the lack of well-orderedness possible in L$R/P), we prove 
(Theorem 4.8) that given any nonempty linearly ordered set L, there exists a regular 
self-injective ring R with a prime ideal P such that L may be embedded in L2(R/f). 
Finally, the techniyks developed here are applied to derive some results about the 
(classical) Kruii dimension of R. We extend [ 3, Theorem I 71 to show that if R is a 
non-artinian (possibly infinite) direct product of prime rings, and if the Kruii dimen- 
sion of R is finite, then the global dimension of R is strictly greater than the Kruil 
dimension ( Theorem 5.5 ). 
We assume thr~qhout this paper that R is an associative ring with unit, that R is 
van Neumann regular, 2nd that R is injective as a right module over itself.1 All modules 
used in this paper are unit al right R-mod uies. We shall have need for the notions of 
a rwtsi~lgular module and the ~fosrrr~~ of a submodule: The reader is referred to (21 
for the definitions and basic properties. 
The techniques of proof used in this paper rely on topological properties of the 
space of minimal prime ideals of R, and on certain inllnite direct product decompo- 
sitions available in R. We develop the topological properties in Section 2 and the 
product decompositions in Section 3, after which we proceed to the materid announ- 
ced above. 
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2. The minimal prime spectrum 
The purpose of this section is to develop the topolq@l properties of the spaze 
of minimal prime ideals of R. We show that this space is homeomorphiz to the space 
of maximal ideals in the Boolean algebra of central idempotents of R, hence the 
space we arc interested in is c’ompact, Hausdorff, and totally disconnected. (It is in 
fact also extrcrnafly disconnected. but we have no need fcv this property.) 
Ke assume that the reader is familiar (at least in the Ccjmntutative cease) with the 
concept of the irirn~ spec=tn:m of a ring; for a referen see [ 5, p3f. 2.51. For our pur- 
p{jses we need only the subspace of the prime spectrum consisting it the mmn~al 
prime ideals. This subspasc is known as the minimal prim spuctnrm of R, and we 
denote it by IZlinSpec(R ). 
Sezundl~, we shall work with the <ollection R(K) of aIt centrai idempotents in K. 
An easy check confirms that N(R) IS a Boolean algebra under the operations c A .d = 
t’y; t’ Vi = 4 + j‘ cji t” = 1 6’. If we let H*(R) denote the family of masimal ideals 
of B(H 1, then H*(R) is topologxd analogously to ttie prime spectrunt of U, and it 
is well-known that the space N*(R) is compxt, Hausdorff. and totally disc-onnected. 
We secalf that an ideal A1 of B(R) is maxima1 if and only if for each e E B(R). either 
4 f M or e’ E AI, but not br)th [ 5, Proposition 2, p. 321. 
In order to obtain a homeomcrphism between MinSpec(R) and B*(R ), we need 
an alternate ~harxterlzation of the prime ideals in R, which can be obtained b> 
sharpening 1.X Lemma 5 and Theorem hj. We observe that m the prcxlf of 13, Ixmma 
51. the hypothesis that Y is a prime ideal is used only unce: to show that cKf f 0 
f9r certain cr,fXZ R i Y. ThrJ,s the prooi actually establishzs the following result: 
! 
Lemma 2.1.. Let P be a mv-sided i&u1 of F (It_ h that c Rf’# 0 J+ ail e.f’E R \ Y. 
Thiv1 girrva aNy mnsir~gdur i,ljtwiw I ~~,~uules A ad 8, thurc mist &~vrrpvsi~i~ ~1s 
A=A, + A 2 aid B = H, G-4 u, SlJf ;i rhat : 
Ca)2$ =k!$; 
( b ) t7ithtZr A z = A ?P CM B2 = R,P. 
Proof. fcb * (3) ‘3 (b) is clear. 
(b) * (c). Condition (b) inlplies that eRff 0 for all cfE RW? Thus we may use 
Lamma 2.1 in place of 13, Ixmma S], and t e proof of 13, Theorem 61 may be cop- 
ied verbatim to prove (c). 
The author is indcbtcd to the referee for pointing out how this result applies to a 
right stG-iniective ring S. It’J denotes the Jac’obson radical of S, then according to 
(7, Theorems -Lb. 3.81, S’J is regular and right self-infective. Thus for any prime ideal 
P ot’S which contains J, Theorem 2.2 shows that t&S/F) is linearly ordered. Further, 
if P;‘J is a closed prime ofS2 (for cxsmple, if P,s happens to be injective), then 13. 
Theorem 81 says that I,,(.S/P) is well-ordered. 
In case J is nilpotent. all primes P of S must contain ,I. hence Theorem 2.2 as well 
as most of the other results of this paper may be applies to S. In general, however, 
we cannot apply these other results directly. because S ltlay have primes which do 
not contain 1. For example, let S be the direct product of akl the rings Z/?Z, where 
Z dcnotcs the integers. It is easy to check that here J is not a nil ideal. hence there 
are prime ideals in S which do not contain J. 
Roof. We first note that for any prime ideal P of R, P n B(R) is a maximal ideal of 
B(fi 1. Namely. given any L* E BfR 1, the primeness of P ensures that either e E P or 
1 --C’ f P. while the fact that B is proper prevents c and 1 --e from both belonging to 
Y. In particular. we see that the map Q as detined in the statement of the theorem 
dws map MiGpec(R) into R*(R). 
Next consider any .VE PCR): We must show that AfR f MinSpec(R) and that 
.VR 1-1 B(R) = Af. Since the elements of Af.?re all central ir, R, AIR is ~xrtainly a twc.e- 
slded ideal. If AIR is n,)t proper, then 1 = q q + . . . + ert’;. for some ei E M, ri E R. 
Noting that the idempotcnt P = cl v . . . VY, must helcrng to Af, and that ci = ye, for 
each i, we compute e = 1, which is impossible. Thus MR must be a proper two-sided 
idc3l of R. 
In order to show that AIR is a prime ideal, it suffices (by Theorem 2.2) to show 
that if / arld J are any two-sided idea!s of R satisfying IJ = 0, then either I G AIR or 
MR. Letting N denote the closure ofJR in RR, we see from [3, Lemma I] that 
ff = eR for some e E f?(R). Inasmuch as IJ = 0, it follows from the nonsingularity of 
RR that Iff = 0, whence I d (1 ---e)N. Since either e E AI cur 1 -e E IV, we must have 
either J G MR or / 6 AIR. Therefore AIR is a prime ideal. 
Inasmuch as MR is a prime ideal, we know that MR f~ H(R) is a maximal ideal of 
B(R), from which we infer that MR I’? U(R) = M. Combining this identity with the 
results of the first paragraph, it follows easily that MR is a minima1 prime ideal of R. 
WC can now define a map 0 : U*(R) + MinSpec(R) by the rule o(~%r) = MR. and we 
have seen that +0 is the identity on U*(R). Given any PE hlinSpec(R 1. we have 
00(Y) E MinSpcc(R ) and O@(P) G f, whence &5(Y) = P. Thus we see that Q and 0 are 
inverse bijcctions between MinSpec(R) and B*(R). 
To show that 0 is in fact a homeomorphism, it suffices to prove that 0 and @ are 
both closed maps. 
H’c ~ncIude this scctiun with several observations ~on~crnmg Thc’orem 2.3 ;ind 
its proof. 
First, Corollary 2.4 asserts that MinSpcc(R) h:As 3 basis of &pen sets. In MCW of 
the esplici~ C. scription of the homcomorphism Q given in Theorem 2.3, we Infer 
that the clopen sets in MinSptx(K) are CM .:i\p those of the form iPf MinSpec(R): 
P 4 Pi whzrc c is any element of H( R i. 
Secondly, the statement of Tkcxem 2.3 says that P = [P n R(R))R for any 
P f MinSpec(R). In the prc:Jt, however, we saw that P is actually the union (rather 
than the sum) of the ideais eR, where v E P fl B( R ). 
Finally, WC see from Theorem 2.3 that if P and Q are distinct minimal primes of 
K, then P C’I B(R) and Q (7 B(R) arc distinct maximal idc& of B(K). Thus there must 
be some E E B(R ) for which c E 1’ n H( R ) and 1 t’ E 0 f~ Sf R ), whence P + Q = N . 
Therefore the minimal prime ideals of H are pairwise cmaxirtlal, ~unscquently each 
prime lde;rl of R c:ontains exactly one minimal prime. 
3. Direct product dexmpositions 
The purpose uf this section is to show that arbitrary families of pairwise diqoint 
clopcn sets in MinSpe#l) induce direct product decompositions of R and certain 
factor rings. and to show how to find all the minimal primes in certain of these di- 
reit products. 
Roof. In view of the it tt,~arks at the ond of the previous ection, there must exist 
idenipotents C; E ‘c(K) such ht e;tch C) = if f MinSpc~r K 1: ‘j 4f’J. For distinct 
sndkes i and il ti-r : disjorn tness of C, and C) implies that W’I~ minimal prime must 
contain either C, or q, an6 hence contams qq. ‘Ilwrcfore t’lf’j belongs to the intersec- 
ticbn of all the minimal primes of R, which is zero because K ‘is a semiprime ring. Thus 
the idcrnpotents tzI are pairwise orthogonat. 
Note that for any i, C; = {P E MinSpcc(R): I t’i E P). from which we infer that 
A’,/( 1 e,LH is the intcrscA~,n of all minimal primes in the ringR/( I ---“i)R. his- 
tech 3~ N,!t’ I P, fl is a rtqular ring and thus semiprime it follows that k’i = ( 1 --t)i)R, 
whence K, is closed as a rrght ideal. Then f’Ki is cioscd as a right ideal, hence 1.3, 
Lemma I ] says that I? = If 4) (IWLi) for some two-sided ideal H, from which we infer 
that the ring Q = Ri(nK,) is right s&injective. Setting T= 11(/?/K, j. we see that the 
map Q : Q + T is an injection, whence #Q is a right self-injective ring. Thus the mcj- 
dule (oV,,v has no proper essential extensions, hence to’show fhat Q is surjective it
suffices to show that @Q is an essential right (@@submodule of T. 
Given any rroniero I E 7’, we must have fr # 0 for some j, hence we can choose an 
element I E ejR such that f, =I$ where4 is the natural map R 4R,Kj. Letting]‘de- 
note the natural map R + Q, ue now infer that ?(@fci) = &fr, from which it follows 
that t(@fe,) is a nonzero element of $Q. Therefore (QQ)@p is essential in ToQ. 
Thus $ is indeed an isomorphism. In case U,Ci is dense in MinSpec(R), we infer 
that every member of MinSpec(R) contains n(qC,), from which it follows that 
QU&) = 0. Noting thatn(uiCi) =r)Kj, we conclude that in this case the domain 
of@is R. 
Qtoof. Setting K, = nC’i for each i, we see from Proposition 3. i that thz natural mcp 8 
from H to the ring T = Il(R/K,) must be surjective. We then observe ,rhat for each i, 
O(Pd) is a two-sided ideal of Tsuch that 7’/O(P& 2 R/Pi. Likewise, Olln_Pi) is a two- 
sided ideal of T such that T/O@Pi) zz R/(W$. Noting that O(nP$ =nO(P& we see 
that it suffices to prove that T/[nO(P,)] 2 TI*[T/B(Pi)J. 
For a given i, the isomorphism T/O(Pi) 2” R/Pj implies that O(P’) is a prime ideal 
of T. Since Pi/K,- is a proper ideal of R/Kjl the factor I?/!$ of 7 c’;tnnot be cant ained 
in @(Pi). Inasmuch as [R/K/J [ rIi+j (R/Ki)] = 0, we thus obtain ni+i (R/Kib C B(Pi), 
from which we easily conclude that T/[ n 0 (Pi)] 2 II [ T/B (Pi)]. 
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The uscfuirress of Corollary 3.2 lies in the fact that prime ideals in TI(K!P,) WC- 
respond to prune ideals in H!(nPi), which can be pulled back to primes in R. In 
order tk) apply this technique. we need a good source of prime ideals in the dirt’ct 
prc~!uc’t IItK,‘P,). This is supplied by the next proposition, which determines all the 
minimal primes in such a prrlduct in terms of ultrafilters on the index set. ( For the 
dct’tnition and basic properties of ultrafilters, we refer the reader to f 1 1.) 
&oaf. Inasmuch as the details of the proof are relatively straightforward. we onI> 
give an outline of the main steps. First, we show that for any ultrafilter ‘?. p( _7 ) 1s 
3 prime ideal. Second. we show that any prime ideal iz<jn1ains some fl -7 ). Third. i! 
3 Ltnd 9 arc distinct ultrafilters, we show that pf ,? ) cannrbt be c‘on~ain~d in R_ $j ). 
With these resu!ts in hand, the proposition follows easily. 
4. T”ne lattice L,(R!P) 
For any prirnc ideal P of R (3, Theorem 61 says that f.,(R,;P) is linearly ordered, 
while for closed primes P 13. par. 21, 13, Tl2corem 81 says that L,(R/P) must be well- 
ordered Thus the question arises. is L ,( RIP) well-ordered for all primes I’? In this 
xc‘tion we give two different kinds ofnegative answers to this questl~~n. First, we 
determine necessary and sufficier,t conditkv on R under which Lr(R/P) is well- 
ordered for aI1 primes P. This allows UC, L3 construct examples where R has infinitely 
many minimril primes P fur whi& LZ(R/P) is not well-ordered. Second, we prove 
that it is possible for L#?,‘ic) (with R and P suitably chosen) to contain as a sublat- 
tice any nunempty linearly ordered set whatsoever. 
Id 9 i R/P) is rvdl-~rderd fiw all prims P. 
L z(R/P) is firrite i;lr all but fiuitdy rnarly rninirnal primes P. 
There exists a rirlg decmp~~sition R = R,, XR i X . . . XR,, such that: 
(i ) L 7 (R$P) is firlite j;7r all prims P of' R,, . 
(ii) R; . . . . . R,, are all prime rings. 
Severai parts of the proof are stated as separate propositions, partly to offset 
the complexity of the whole, and partly to keep them intact for later use. 
(a) =* (bj. This is immediate from the following result. 
Proof. if not. then there exists a sequcnce~&, . . . of distinct minimal primes such 
that card [I.##,, )] 2 j2 for each positive integer H. With the assistance of Coro))ary 
2.4, an ~3s~ t~pofu@:af rgument shows tfle existence or an infinite subsequence 
y P,,Q,* a.- rtl I 1’ of the fJll, tvgethcr with a sequence c‘, , C,, . . . of pairwise disjoint 
cfopcn sets, such that I’!,,/) E Ci for each i. Replacing the xquencc Y, , P2, . . . by 
this subsequence, we may thus assume without loss of generality tfzat P,I E C,l for 
each II. 
A~c~~rding to C’r,roffary .X2, R/tT)P,, ) is isomorphic to tfje ring T = H(R/P,, ). We 
shall construct 2’ minimaf primes P in T fw which !, 2( r/P’, is not we))-ordered, and 
these will pave rise to 2’ minimal primes of R with the same property. 
IfN = I( 1. 2, ,.. ). then according to Proposition 3.3 we have a bijection 3 /-+fi 3 ) 
between tfle ultrafilters on N and the minimal primes of 7’. Recall that an uftrafifter 
on N is said to bc pir2ci~ul if it is the collection of aff subsets of N containing some 
tixed element. We claim that for any nunprincipal ultratifter 7 on N. the lattice 
I. ,( T:;S ;3 )) is not well-ordered. 
Set P = fi “7 ). For each !I, I,,( Rip,,) is linearly ordered and c0ntair.s at least 12 
efemcnts. hence there exists a chain I,, 1 > I,, > . . . > I,,,t in L(R/P,, j. Set f*,k =I 0 * 
for all k > U. Now for k = 1, 2, . . . . define J, = it f T: {n E N:t,l E lrrk) E 7 ), which 
is a two-sided ideal of T containing P. Qte that J, 2 J2 2 . . . . 
, 
Given any positive integer k, set w, = 0 for II = 1, . . . . k and choose elements 
‘c;r E Jnk\Jttk+l for all tr > k. This defines an element IV E T such that rv,* E !nk for 
all rt. whence w EJk. On the other hand, the set A = {N E N: w,~ E I,I k+l } is just 
if , . . . . kb. Inasmuch as a nonprincipaf uftratfilter contains no tlinite se& [ 1, Lemma 1.3, 
p. 108), WC obtain A $E 3 and thus w’EJ~+~. Therefore Jk > Jk+l . 
Thus Lz(~P, contains an infinite descending chain JI/P >JdP > . . . . hence it is 
not well-ordered. Inasmuch as there exist Zc nonprincipal uftrafijters on N by [ 1 v 
Theorem 1 S, p. 108], we see that Tmust contain a collection { i$)of 2 ’ distinct 
minimal primes uch that none of the lattices L#‘/lG) is well-ordered. 
In view of the isomorphism between T and R/(nP,I ), it follows that R!(ND,, ) con- 
tains a collection (Q,f(nPn )) of 2’ distinct minimal primes uch that none of the 
lattices LI(RIQi) is well-ordered. Each Qi is a prime ideal in R and thus contains a 
minimal prime A$ and it is cleat that Ll(R/hIi) is not well-ordered. The ideals Qi 
are pairwise incomparable, and we know that the fat tices 1, z(R/Mi) are all linearly 
ordered, hence we conclude that the idealsAli must all be distinct. Therefore R con- 
tains at feast 2’ minima) primes Y for which Lz(R/P) is not well-ordered, which is 
a contradiction. 
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We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
(b) * (c). Since the details of this portion of the proof are somewhat involved, we 
first sketch the main ideas. Letting X denote the set of those minimal primes P for 
which t&/F) is finite. we appiy Proposition 4.* 3to show that X contains all but 
finitely many metnbers of MinSpec(R). For those PE MihSpe#) which lie outside 
of X, we then show that {P) is open, which leads to a decomposition of MinSpec(R) 
as a disjoint union of clopen sets, namely X and a finite number of singletons. Using 
Proposition 3.1, this topological decomposition i duces the required ring decomposi- 
tion of R. 
In order to carry out the computations required to fill in the sketch above, we 
need some terminology and several intermediate results. Given a ring A and elements 
x. J E .4 with x E &.4. there must exist a positive integer II such that x = a)~$ + . . . 
+ a,@,, for suitable ai* bi EA. The smallest such positive integer 11 we st~all cdl the 
rn~rk ofx with respect o y, denoted flx:y). fn case x,y E A and x $!AyA, then we 
detinc n(x)*) = 00. We need the sujlremum of those ranks which are finite; for lack of 
a better term we shall call this supremum the compu~ukmul dimrtsim of A and de- 
note it by c.dim.(A j. In symbols, 
Proof. Inasmuch as c.dinr.(il ) 3 l : 1, there must exist elements y E A and x E AyA 
such that r(x:y) 2 r?. The xgularity of A implies that XA = e,# for some idempotent 
eO, and an e:.sy check confirms that e. E AyA with r(egy) = r(x:y). Thus rleo:y) is 
a positive ineger greater than or equal to n?. 
Setting k.‘[&j = SW E eOA: w(w:u) 6 k) for each k = 1, . . . . r(egy), we claim that 
the sets W[k] are 311 distinct. If not, then W[k] = W[h] for some positive integers 
k < h G r(eo:y), and we proceed by induction to show that W(k] = W[r(eo:y)]. 
If h < r(q,:y), consider any element w E W(h + I]. Then w = a,)‘b, + . . . +uh+&,,.l 
for some ailbi E A, and since w E e,A, we obtain w = u + e&, + ).I$,+1 , where U = 
q~o#?j + . . . + eOahr9bh. Clearly u E IV[h] = W(k], whence w E W[k + 11 C W[hj. 
Therefore W(h + I] i W(h] = W(k]. Continuing by induction, we obtain 
W[ FQc, :!,,I = W[k], from which we get t’O E W[k/ , which is impossible. 
Thus the sets W[k] must be distinct. In particular, Cc’[(~r I)!) f W[(n l)! 11, 
hence there exists an element p E eoA such that @:v) = (n- 1 )!. Choosing an idem- 
potentel Ed for whiche,A =pA, wesee thate)A Ge,A andr(e):Y)=(n. I)!. 
Since r(eo:y) 3 n!, we obtain eO getA, hence eo,4 >e)A. 
Proceeding by induction, we obtain a sequence of idempotcnts eg, et, .‘., en_l EA 
SUCK that ~,4 >e,A 3 . . . > en_tA and r(ei:>*) = (n -- i)! for each i = 1, . . . . n 1. 
Proof. If not, then there must exist a sequence P,, P2 . . . of distinct minimal primes 
such that c.dim,(R!P,,) 3 rr! for each N. As in Proposition 4.2, we may assume with- 
out lr~ss of generality that there also exists a sequence cl, c2, . . . of pairwise disjoint 
clopen sets in MinSptc(R) such that Pn E C’,! for all n. According to Corollary 3.2, 
R.UIP,, ) is isomorphic to the ring T = II(R!P,, ). 
SetN={l ’ , *. . ..) and let ‘J7 be any nonprincipal ul tratllter on N. If P = P( 9). 
then we shall show that L$r!P) is not well-ordered. 
setting T,, = R/Pm. we see from Lemma 4.3 that there exist idempotents 
%rr q **.’ %- 1.n E TV such that eo,, 7’,r > cl,&, > . . . > e,,_l nT,, and 
flt;rr ‘ci+ 1 n ) 2 II . t for i = 0. . . . . II -2. Setting tjkn = 0 for ail k > rz- 1, we obtain 
idempotents c(,, cl, . . . E Tsuch that C&D cl T> ._. . Then TP,T> TEl T> . . . . and ., 
we claim that in fact P + T?,,T > P + Tq T > . . . . 
If not. then WC obtain t*k =P + ~~+~ul + . . . + t sdk + 1 us for some nonnegative 
integer k, some 11 E P, some positive integtr s, and some ti, Jii E T. Inasmuch as p E P, 
the set H = C?J E N: p,, = 0) must belong to 9 and therefore cannot be finite 11, 
Lemma I 3, p. IQS). Thus ff must contain an integer n > k + s + 1, and because 
Pn = 0 we see that r(ekn: ek+ l,n ) Gs. However, since k d n-2 we are given that 
flekn .ek+) ,,) > II. k, which contradicts the inequality ti > k + s + 1. 
TherefokP+ Te,T>P+ 7’qT> . . . . whence L2(T/P) is not well-ordered. Inas- 
much as there exist 2C nonprincipal ultrafilters on N [ 1, Theorem 1 S, pa 1081, we 
conclude with the help of Proposition 3.3 that T has at least 2’ minimal primes P 
for which L&/P) is not well-ordered. As in Proposition 4.2, it follows that R has at 
least 2’ minimal primesP for which Lz(R/P) is not well-ordered, which is impossi- 
ble. 
Proposition 4.5. LetflX, , . . . . x,, y1 p . . . . y, ) be crr~y norwmmutative po~womial in 
the indeterminutes x 1 , , ,., x,, _q , . . . . yl with integer coeffickw ts. Given dements 
aI, ..,. a, E K, let W be the set of those P E MinSpec(H ) _fiv which the eqlration 
flu, . s--v ii,, ,q t ‘..,. vt) = 0 has a solution irt R/P. T~J~VJ W is dopcn. 
]For ea=c of notation, we are using u l+ ii; to stand for the natural map R *R/P 
for any ideal P.] 
Roof. Obviously we may assume that W is nonempty. 
Let 94 denote thfz collection of those clopen sets A in 
exist elements b, . . . . . b, E R with flat, . . . . a,, 6,. . . . . b,) En.4. It is clear ahat ~111 
such sets A are contained in W, and we claim that in fact Ud = W. 
<&~I any P f W, there must exist elements b,. . . . . b, E R withflq . . ..A., 
h, . ..-, f7,) f P. AS we ohserved at the end of Section 2. it fdi0ws that f‘(ff l . . . . . us. 
b, , . . . . /J, 1 = cr fk SWINF c E P f~ Hi R ) and some r E R. Setting 
tj = -&.j E hlir&mz(R): 1 --c fiQj = iQ f SlinSpe~(R ): c E Q1. 
WC corxiude that P E A E ZA . 
TherefAre 1s’ = U 58, whence It’ is at least open. Inasmuch as any noimnptv clopcn . 
subset of a member of_~I aiso belongs to s4, it follows that we can f’rnd a pairwisc 
drsjolnt family {Ai;C 9? such that each -“ii is nonempty and Ui A, is dense in I+! 
Setting Ki = f&I, for each i. we see from the definition of A that the equation 
j[til , . . . . iis* _‘j ( . . . . * \-* ) = 0 is solvable in each of the rings RX,. According to Prapa- f 
Gticrn 3. I . the nat urai map R/l nKi) -+ I f( R/Ki 1 is a ring ~som~~rphism. hence we see 
that the rquation fJZ1 , . . . . tire .I* 1 . . . . . -loi! ) = 0 must dso be solvable in the ring R;(nK,l. 
Thercf’orc the exist elements cl, . . . . ct E R such that the clement 2 = j(q , . . ..a.. 
cj . . . . . crl holongs io nk,. 
Irusm~l~ as Upi IS dense in IC’, WC see that the ideal nq.4,) is contamed In 
ever) member of It’. Noting that c)(uiAi! = nK,. we ohm that 2 belongs to every 
member of W. On the other hand. the definition of It’ precludes any other nrrnimal 
prunes from containing 2, hence 1%’ =q:P E MinSpec(R): 2 E Pi. Therefore h’ is also 
ChXi. 
We LXI now provs the implication (b) * (c). Setting 
,Y = :PE hlinSpec(R): L2(R,‘f) is finite), 
Y=’ ,PE MinSpec(R): I.,(R,P) is infinite;, 
we are given that Y is finite. If Y is empt* I tF.erc is nothing to prove. hence we may 
a!,surne that Y is nrlnempty. For eaclt 2 c X. we know that t$R:‘P) IS also linearly 
ordered, hence we&ordered, w?cnce Pro osition 4.2 says that there exists a positive 
integer A’ with card &(R ?‘)J 6 K for all PE X. Setting 
& I ,PE MinSpec(R): c.dim.(R,W) is finite). 
V = {P E MinSpec(R ): c.dim.(R,T) is infinite), 
we likewise obtain from Proposition 4.4 that k’is finite and that there exists a posi- 
tive integer M with c.dnn.(R/F) G M for all PE 6. 
Given any Q E Y, we claim that the singleton (01 is open. Since Y and IJ’ are finite, 
we WI first choose an open neighborhood 1’ of Q which contains no elements of 
Y u C’other than Q. 
inasmuc’h as I, ,(R/Q) is infinite and linearly ordered. it must contain a chain of 
the f‘ormf~j/Q>&/Q> . . . >lK/Q. Choosingelementsao Elo\fl, .&~K._$~K__~‘\~K 
and ok’ = O, we infer from the linear ordering of L#?/‘Qj that 
Q+Ru~R>Q+Ru,R >...>Q+ Ra,R. 
4. Tht? htt1c.c i. #If’, 367 
We now define the following noncommutative polync)mial: 
Ax,. x2, -\‘I. . . . . -“y+ = x, cq .“cg’,,+I + by’qj+, + **a +_~‘;,,.w&, 1. . L 
It’ It’ denotes the set of those P E MinSpec(R b for which the equation 
./la,,. “I* yt. “‘&Jf ) = 0 has a solution in R/F, then IV is closed by Proposition 4.5. 
Note that now F\ IV is an open neighborhood of Q. For any PE Htt’ distinct from 
Q. WC Owe P$i k’ and hence c.dim.(R/& G hf. Since P e CV, it follows that 
lence the linear ordering of L&R/& leads to the conclusion that 
P+Ra,,R>P+Ra,R. 
Therefore the set I:0 = F \ CV is an open neighborhord of Q such that 
P + Ra,,R > P + Ra, R for all P E /$, . Likewise, there exist open neighborhoods 
P,. . . . . f-K-1 nt’ Q such that Y + RaiR > P + Ra,+, R for each PE I$. Now 
G = F;, R F, n . . . f-l /$--I is an open neighborhood of Q such that 
P + Ra,,R > P + Ra, R > . . . > P + RaKR for all PC! G. Observing that 
card [L$R!P)] > K for each P E G, we see t!lat G must be disjoint from X. However, 
(; C P’ and c) IS the only member of F \ X, hence we obtain G = 12). Therefore {Qi 
IS open. 
Now )’ = (Q,, . . . . Q,,) for some positive integer IL Inasmuch as each of the single- 
tons iU,; is open, we ohtarn a decomposition of MinSpec(R) as a disjoint union or . 
clapen sets X, iv, ). . . . . {(2, i. According to Proposition 3. I, there must be a ring 
decomposition R = R,XR1 X . . . XR,, such that RI X...XR, = nx and IIi+kRi =‘& 
for k = I. . . . . R. For k = 1. . . . . II. we have Rk 2 RiQk, hence Rk is a prime ring. Given 
any P E hlinSpec(R,,), we see that the ideal P’ = PXR 1 X . . . Z-U,, is a minimal prime 
ideal of R distinct from each of the Qiq whence R,lP’ has at most K two-sided ideals. 
Since RdP 2 R/P’, it follows that L2(RO/P) is fmite. Any prime ideal of R, must 
contain a minimal prime, hence L2(RdP) is f’inite for all primes P of R,. 
(c) 3 (a). Inasmuch as there are only finitely many factors in this ring decomposi- 
tion, it suffices to prove the required property for each of the factors. Note that all 
of the factors are regular and right self-injective. 
For any prime P of Ro, we are given that L,(Ro/P) is finite. Since L#?#? is 
also linearly ordered, it must therefore be well-ordered. 
Fori= 1 , . . . . n, we are given that 0 is a prime ideal of Ris Inasmuch as 0 is also a 
closed right ideal of Ri, it follows from (3, Theorem 81 that Lz(Ri) is well-ordered. 
Combining Theorem 4.1 with Proposition 4.2, we obtain the following corollary: 
Cordlary 4.6. If R has a minimal prime P for which L&R/P) is not well-ordered, then 
it must have at least 2’ such minimal primes, where c is the cardinality of the con- 
tinuum. 
With the help of Propositions 4.2 and 4.4, we can easily construct examples where 
R has a prime ideal P such that L2(R/P) is not well-ordered. For use in the first exam- 
ple, and also in Theorem 4.8, we need the following result, hich follows easily from 
14, Theorem 5, p. 2581. 
I\’ and the ultrafilters on the set N = ll, 2. . . . . :‘. !Gw N has exactly S,, principal h-a- 
fibs. and [ 1. Theorem 1-S. p. KM] says that N has exactly 2’ nonprrncipal ultra- 
filters. ir(\m whk I we cc>nslude that R has exact&- 2’ minimal primes. Therefore we 
ian say that R has exactly 2’ minimal primes P for which L$R:;‘P) is not welt-order- 
ed. [If WC apply the method of prooi’ of Proposition 4.2 to !his exmmplc. it follows 
e3sily that ths minimal primes P for which I.#! I’) is not well-ordered arc c\xtly 
those which zorresptjnd to the nonprincipal uktllters on N. Thus there art‘ tbn!y S,, 
minimal primes !’ t%r which L 2(K,!19 is well-ordered. ] . 
For a second example. choose a field F and let I?,, denote the ring of ail nXrz m- 
trices over F. for 11 = I . 2. . . . . The ring R = I&, is of course regular and right self- 
injective and It has distkt:t minimal primes Pt. Pz, . . . such rhat R/P,, 2 RF, for 311 II. 
A little manipulation with lengths of comp~)sition series shows th3t c.~irn.(R.P,, I = r1 
fo!. each Ft. Th us it Mows from Prrqositiun 4.4 that R has infinitelb man! minimal 
primes P for which QRjP) is not,weH-ordered. Applying Corollary 4.0, and prcbceed- 
ing ;ks in the last exmplc, WC again hd that R has exactly Zc minimaI primes P for 
which I, ,(R ?) is not wefl-ordered. 
Proof Let ‘4 denote the collection of alt nonempty finite subsets of I,. Inasmuch as 
1. k linearly ordered. each a E .d is a finite well-ordered set. For each x E I.. we define 
I-ix) = :CL E ,611 s E a/. Observing that the family :.E’(.K): x E I. ,t has the finite mtt’rscc’- 
tion property, we see that it may he enlarged to an uhr;ifiltcr ‘-9 on /I. 
For each ti E ;2, Proposition 4.7 gives us a prime, regular. right self-injectk ring 
K,. toget her WI th an order is<,rnorphisln x /-+ I, Ix] between 0 and I, z(Ra ). Set 
R = HR,, * which 1s a regular, right self-injective ring. According to Proposition 3.3, the 
idcat P = frER: $oEA: ra =oj E’.? ;+ is a minimal prime ideal of K. 
and check that J(s) is a two-sided ideal of R which contains P. We claim that the map 
e required embedding of I, into L$R,;Y). Thus we must show that for 
_a* if and only if J(v) G J@). 
One would like to sharpen Theorem 4.8 to say exactly which linearly ordered sets 
I- can appear as an L$R/Y), 6ut this appears to be’quite diftlcult. For example. every 
element of I, must be a suprcmum of conlp,~ct,eIer~tents. [An element x of a lattice 
is ~~~npa~r provided that whenever x is reprcqent.ed as the supremum of a set X of 
elements. it must be possible to write x as the supremum of finitely many elements 
of X. In f&?Y), the compact elements are simply those ideals which are finitely 
generated as two-sided ideals.1 Inasmuch as the unit interval [Cl,1 ] with the usual 
order has no compact elements except 0, it follows that f&l 1 is not isomorphic to 
any L#t/P); in fact, IO,? ] cannot be isomorphic to an initial segment of any L-$RJP). 
5. Krull dimension 
The purpose of this section is to apply the methods of the previous ections to 
some considerations about the Krult dimension of R. As in [3j, we are using the term 
Krull dimension in its classical sense: K.dim.(R) is the supremum of the lengths of 
all tinite ch;lins of prime ideals in R. 
In general, it is possible for a ring to habe infinite Krull dimension while contain- 
ing only ftnite chains of prime ideals, We show that this cannot happen in the present 
case, for R has infinite Krull dimension if and only if it has an irrtInite ascending chain 
of prime ideals. 
In an infinite direct product of rings, it is easily possible for the Krull dimension 
of the product to be much greater than the Krull dimensions of the factors. (In fact, 
fot the second example constructed in the last section, each factor has Krufl dimen- 
sion 0, while K.dim.(R) = Q”.) H owever, in spite of such possibiiities, we show that 
I~R is an: infinite direct product of prime rings such that K.dim.(R ) is finite, then 
K.dku.(R) is just the maximum of the Krull dimensions of the factors. 
Finally, we consider the relation between the Krull dimension of R and the globrrl 
dimension, WC showcd in 13. Theorem 171 that if R is prime but not artinian, then 
1 + K.dim.(R) G r.gl.dimfR). This result is now exttndqi to the G.W when R is a 
direct product of prime rings: for finitely many factors the thcorcm carries over 
directly, while for infinitely many factors we must add the restriction that K.dim.{R) 
bz finite. 
K.dirrt.(R) = maxicard (l+R:P)I : PE MinSpcc(R 11 2. 
Roof. First assume that L2(R,,‘P) is finite for ail minimal primes !? Since each L$R,iPb 
is also iineariy ordered. we see that L,(R/P) is wcli-ordered for aIl PG MinSpcc(R 1. 
It now follows from Proposition 4.2 that there exists a positive integer h’ for which 
card [LZ(R/Pjl G li’ for all P E MinSpccfR ). Since any chain p0 <P, C . . . < Pn of 
primes in R gives rise to a chain P,,IP< P,/P< . . . < P,r/Prn some L$R/P), WC con- 
clude that K.dim.{R ]r G K. 
Convcrset~~, assume that K.dim(R) is tinitc, dnd consider any minimal prime P. AC- 
cordmg to [ 3. C’wtsllary 7 1. every proper two-sided ideal of R which contains Y is 
&o prime, from which we infer that R/P cannot contain any chains of proper two- 
sided ideals with more than 1 + K,dim.(R I ideals. inasmuch as L$R/p) is linearly 
ordered. we conclude from this that card +R/P)] d 2 + K.dim.(R). 
If n = K-dim(R) < a~, then there -xists 3 chain PO < P, < . . . < P,# of primes in R. 
Choosing a minimal prime P “_flo, we obtain a chain P,Ip<P1 jf < .., < P,/P< R/P 
in Lz(R/fl, whence card[i2(R/p)] 2 II + 2. Therefore we get 
2 + K.dim.lR) = max(card &(Rlu,]: PE MinSpecfR)!. 
Reposition 5. I l K.dim.(R )is infinite if and mfy if R contains an infinite ascending 
ehain of prime idea Is. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious, so let us assume that K.dim.(R) is infinite. According 
to Proposition 5.1, there must exist a minimal prime Q for which l’.z(R/Q) is infinite. 
If LJ(R/Q) is well-ordered, then we are done, hence WC may assume that Lz(R/Q) is 
not wcli-ordcred. Then it follows from Corollary 4.6 that there exist distinct minimal 
primes Ql, Qt , . . . such that no L,(R/Q,$ is well-ordered. As in Proposition 4.2, we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that there exist pairwise disjoint clopen sets 
c,, G, s.. in MinSpcc(R) such that Q, E Cn for all 12. 
For each PI, Lt(R/Q,) is at least linearly ordered. Since it is not well-ordered, it
must be infinite, hence it certainly contains a chain of the form ffll <In, < . . . < In,,. 
Roof. If K.dirn.(R) < w, then (3) is immediate. According to Proposition 5.1, 
L~(R:P) is finite for aC1 PC MinSpeC(H), from which we infer that L(K/P) is well- 
ordered ior all PE MinSptx(K). Then Propositim 4.4 says that there exists a positive 
integer A’ such that c.dinr.tK,‘P) G A’ for 311 but finitely many PE MinSpcc(R). Noting 
that the ilie& {I1 Q* B R,: /I E A ‘k are all minimal primes of H, we obtain (b). 
Nuw assume that (3) and (b) hold. We may assume that the integer Ic: given in (a) 
is equal ttj m3x{K.dim.[ K, ): ar E A 1. We must show that R has no chains of prime 
tdcals of kngih greater than A”. Obviously it suf?ices to show that for any 
FE iVinSpcc(R 1. L-#&T) contdins no chains 0; length greater than h’ + 1. 
If not, ttrcn there exists a P E MinSpec(K) such that L-#Q’P) contains a chain of 
the form I,,,P > I, /P 3 . . . > I, + #? Choosing elements x,) E /u \ I1 , ..,. 
XK+\ “/K*I\I,,! ands~+“J = 0, we infer from the linear ordering in I, #/PI 
that 
PtRx,R>P+RxIR>...>Y+RxK+2R. 
Using the notation of Proposition 3.3, we obtain P = 49 ) for some ultrafilter 
7 on A. According ta (3, Corollary 71, all the two-sided ideals in each R, are prime, 
from which WC see that no R, can contain a chain of two-sided ideals of length 
greater than K + 1. Thus P must be distinct from all the ideals {Il,,pR,: /3 E A ). 
from which we infer that 3 is a nonprincipal ultrafilter. 
Set B,, = {a E A : xoa E Raxl$,) q and suppose that 8, E T . We are given that 
the set C = {a E A : c.dim.(H,) > N) is finite, and since ‘J contains no finite sets 
[ 1, kmma i 2, >. KM], weinfcr that A \CE 9, whence&$X 3. For each 
a E B, \ C, we must have 
xoCY = q*quqa + ‘&Q=& + ‘a’ + ri\@laS.y* 
for some elements lj,, sia E R,. Setting ri, = sia = 0 [or all i and all at E A \ (BO \ (II”), 
we obtain elements q , . . . . rlvv sl, . . . . s,~ E R such eat 
I xo 
-- (rppl + r*xp* + I,. + q+fX~ s/& = 0 
372 K.R. Goodeatf. Rime ideals itr tegulut selfGt]‘ective rings. II 
for all or f !I,) \ C. inasmuch as B(, \ C E 7 , it follows that 
XI1 - (‘l”pl yxp2 + . . . +r_pp~EY. 
and hence xg E P + Rx, R, whicll is impossible. 
Ttuxefow SO $3 , Likewise, W~Z obtain Ht , . . . . BK+I ff 9 , where each Bi = 
(Q E A: .Tia E Raxi+i aR,). Then the sets A \ Bag. . . . . A \ S,+ 1 ail belong to 3[ , 
hence so does,their i itersection D. Thus D is nonempty and so contains an element 
-$, for which we have xlra +$ RBxtciRB. . . . . xK+ ld @ RJXK + 2,cj R,. Inasmuch as 0 is J 
prime ideal in R,, t,(R, j must be linearly ordered, from which we infer that 
R~v,~~,R,, 3 R##,, > . . . > RgxK+ 2,9 R @. Therefore L2(R,) contains a chain of 
length h’+ 2. which we have already seen is impossible. 
Roof. We are give!1 R = R l X . ..XR.. where each Ri is a prime ring. For those Hi 
which are artinian, we have r.gI.dim.(Ri) = K.dim.(R& = 0. For those R, which are 
not artiniact, f 3, Theorem 171 shows that I + K.dim.(Ri) G r.gl.dim.(Ri). Since there 
must be at least one R, which is not artinian. the theorem follows. 
Tkeotem 5.5. Supptm rhar R is u direct prw.h-~ of prime rittgs. ff R is not crrtinion, 
arrd if’K.dirn.(R j is finite. therr 1 + K.dim.( R) G r.gl.dim.(R). 
Proof. We ;tre given R = fLR,. where each R, is a prime ring. 
Cusc I * K.dim.(R) = 0. Since R is not artinian, we obtain r.gl.dim.( R) 2 1 = 
I + K.dim.{R). 
Case 2: K dim.(R) > 0. According to T!- - o:tm 5.3, K.dim.{R) = K.dim.(R,) for 
some Q. Then K.dim.IR,) > 0. henc- ii, cannot be simple. Inasmuch as R, is already 
prime, it thuscannot be artiniar, whence [3, Theorem 171 says that 1 + K.&m.(&) 
r.gJ.dim.W,j. Noting that i .&dim.(R&G r&dim@? $, we conclude that 
I + K .dim.(R) G r&dim.(R). 
We conclude by constructing an example to show that Theorem 5.5 may fail when 
K.dim.(R) is allowed to be infinite. 
Let F be the field with two elements, and let R,j denote the ring of all r&t matri- 
ces over F for each n = i,2, . . . . Then R = W?,, is a regular, rrgh t self-injcctivc ring, 
and WC have already seen in Section 4 that this ring R has minimal primes P hr which 
L~(RIP) is not well-ordered. Inferring that R has minimal primes P for which I$R/P) 
is infinite, we obtain from Proposition 5.1 that K.dim.(R) is infinite. 
Note that this example already shows that condition (b) in Theorem 5.3 cannot be 
dropped: We have Kdim (R,) = 0 for each n, yet K.dim.(R) s 00. (Condition (b) fails 
here because c.dim.(,R,,) = n for each 11.2.) 
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